We present a bound on the size of linear codes. This bound is independent of other known bounds, e.g. the Griesmer bound.
Introduction
The problem of finding a bound for the size of a code is a central problem in coding theory. As regards linear codes, an important (and easy to apply) result is due to Griesmer. In this paper we present a new bound for the size of a systematic code, which is independent of the Griesmer bound when restricted to linear codes. We also show that it is independent of several known bounds on non-linear codes.
For standard definitions and known bounds, the reader is directed to any recent good book on coding theory, e.g. [HP03] .
Our bound
We first recall the result by Griesmer and a few definitions. Let n ≥ k ≥ 1 be integers. Let φ : (F q ) k → (F q ) n be an injective function and let C be Im(φ). We say that C is an (n, k, q) code. Any c ∈ C is a word. If C is a vector subspace of (F q ) n , then C is a linear code.
k . Clearly, a linear code is systematic.
Theorem 2.1 (Griesmer bound). Let n be the smallest integer such that there exists an (n, k, q) linear code with minimum distance at least d. Then
We are ready to state our result.
Let n be the smallest integer such that there exists an (n, k, q) systematic code with minimum distance at
Proof. We can suppose that 0 ∈ C. Indeed, if 0 ∈ C, letc be a codeword of C. Then the set C ′ = {c −c | c ∈ C} is a systematic (n, k, q) code with distance d and containing the zero vector.
Since 0 ∈ C, it holds:
As a consequence, any word of weight i in the systematic part has weight at least d − i in the other n − k components. Let us consider c, c 
Remarks
In Table 1 we give some parameters where bound A beats the Griesmer bound (k g ) and other bounds: the Hamming bound (k h ), the Levenshtein bound (k l ) and the Elias bound (k e ).
We have not been able to beat the Plotkin bound, but this is not surprising, since the Plotkin boun is experimentally known to be very tight in the tiny range where it can applied. As regards the Johnson bound, it is very slow to compute and we have been able to search only up to length 140 (compared to n = 500 for the others). In this restricted range we have not been able to beat it. This was expected since the Johnson bound is very good up to small-moderate lengths. Table 1 Some parameters where bound A beats other bounds
